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Dear Host Home,

Thank you so much for volunteering to open up your home and your family to an intern for one year.  You 
make our ministry possible! A great host home enables an intern to feel welcomed and cared for by our 
church family. Thank you for taking the step to partner with our intern ministry.  Enclosed in this packet is 
some information to help you understand your role and what to expect from your intern.

About our Intern Program:
Our interns are a very valuable part of the ministry teams here at Central Peninsula Church. We
receive applications from all over the United States. Potential interns are taken through a lengthy, in depth 
interview process. We only accept interns that stand apart from the rest.  Our program is designed to equip 
ministry leaders who feel a specific calling to full-time ministry in the church. They have finished their under-
graduate degree and have some ministry experience. In this program they are both a learner and a contribu-
tor. They give two years of their life to serve here at Central Peninsula Church while learning under the lead-
ership of gifted ministry leaders. We pay them a small stipened as part of their internship.  To help welcome 
them to our church family we provide them with a host home like yours which also helps them by deferring
the cost of room and board.  As a reminder here is what an intern and our ministry is expecting of you, your 
family and your home:

 •We ask that host home families are and actively involved at Central Peninsula Church.
 •We ask that our host homes provide a room with a bed and space in the closet:  this is the minimum
  we ask you to provide. We ask that their room is their own space (so, not a shared room, or converted
    into another room during the day), this is to ensure that they have a space where they can truly relax.
 •The intern would also need access to a bathroom: A personal bathroom is preferred, but a shared
  bathroom with the same sex is just fine. We ask that they be given a drawer and/or a cupboard for
 their own toiletries.
 •We ask that a host home either give  access to groceries or a space in the fridge and a cup-
 board for their own grocries: Interns have varied schedules, so the host home is
  not asked to do anything different from their normal meal schedule/routine. We ask that if you pro-
 vide groceries that the intern can help him/herself to fix their own meals to fit with their schedule. Of
 course, if you love to cook, the intern certainly wouldn’t mind that either.
 •We ask that an intern have access to laundry machines. The host home is NOT expected to do an
   intern’s laundry. The intern is an adult and is responsible for their own laundry.
 •Lastly we ask that an intern have access to all the utilities: Please note that our interns will NOT use
  your telephone for any long distance phones calls.

Since every host home is different and has different conditions, below are some suggestions of what to dis-
cuss with your intern as they start to settle in.

What to discuss with your intern:

 •Work/Activity Schedule: Depending on the department your intern works in, she/he has very differ



 ent schedule requirements. Also, our interns are all between the ages of 22-30, so they are adults and
  can be trusted with independence. While we ask that you give them control of their own schedules,
 interns need to know of any certain circumstances that they need to be sensitive to (i.e. coming in
 late makes the dog bark and wakes the baby, etc.).
 •The condition of how you expect their room to be kept: some host homes like the intern’s room to
 be presentable (i.e bed made, floor picked up etc.). Other host homes just ask that the door be kept
  shut. Either way is ok and the intern should respect the space you have given him/her according to
  your wishes, but please clearly communicate your wishes.
 •Chores: As a member of the household it is understandable for the intern to contribute to the up
 keep of household duties. We ask that if you decide to give them a household responsibility, that 
 they be ones that are time-flexible and can easily work into the crazy schedule that interns keep.
 •Socializing: All of our interns are trained in relational ministry. This means, they might like being rela-
 tional so much that any free time they have is spent socializing. On the other hand, the intern might
 be so exhausted from socializing with students all week, that they spend all their free time alone. You
 are certainly not expected to open your home to the friends or students that your intern socializes 
 with or ministers to, but it would be very beneficial to discuss what you are or are not comfortable 
 with in terms of visitors so that she/he doesn’t assume anything.

What to expect when you’re expecting an intern:
 •A busy schedule: our interns work about 50hours/week . It’s 11:30pm on a Sunday night; do you
 know where your intern is?
  Here’s a look at where they might be:
  9 - 5 Tuesday through Friday: At the office = 32 hours
  7 -10 One night/week: Small Groups = 3 hours
  7 -9  Thursdays: Intern Class 3 hours
  3 -10 Sunday night services = 7 hours
  9 - 2 Sunday morning services = 5 hours
  Total = approx. 50 hours/week
 
 •Don’t be alarmed at how little you see your intern. Since many move here from out of state or other
  parts of California, many spend any extra time they have making friends, establishing contacts and
 building relationships that will benefit them throughout their career in ministry.
 

If you have any questions or concerns, we ask that you please contact Sandy Hughes.   Again, thank you so 
much for hosting an intern. It really does make a HUGE impact in our ministry and the individual ministry of 
the intern.

Living In The Grip of His Grace,
Sandy Hughes
Pastor of Student Ministries

The following is to be signed by both the intern and the host at the time of move-in to
prevent any misunderstandings.
I have read and understand the expectations of me as outlined and any additional expectations
have been discussed with the other party.
___________________________________ _______________________________________
Print Name (Intern) Print Name (Host)
___________________________________ ________________________________________
Signature of Intern Signature of Host


